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Hydra Floral White Petal Treatment  $185 (90mins)

-For brighter, hydrated and luminous skin!                                                  
This treatment helps to brighten the skin tone, refine the pores and reduce the appearance of dark 
spots. A cocktail of essential oils of Sweet Orange, Neroli Amara and Roman Chamomile works in synergy to 
brighten and hydrate the skin. The treatment includes back massage, cleanse, exfoliation, Aromapressure, 
Aromadrainage, Aromassage, masks and hand massage. Suitable for all skin types.  

HYDRA FLORAL WHITE PETAL HOME CARE: 

SKIN PERFECTING CONCENTRATE-Visibly reduces the appearance of dark 
spots and reveals a bright and radiant complexion.  

HYDRATING MILKY LOTION- Reduces the appearance of dark spots and     
reveals a brighter complexion. 

SKIN PERFECTING HYDRATING SLEEPING MASK-This fresh sleep-in            
gel-mask reduces the appearance of dark spots and refines skin.  

SPF50 PROTECTION CC CREAM- The perfect to get a blemish-free complexion. 

Buy 4 Treatments and receive the 5th FREE (save $185!)Plus, get a FREE 
Decléor  Aroma Moisturising Body Milk! (valued at $30, 50ml)  
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Cool Peel $100 (30mins) -Less redness and down time! 

Environ cool peel is very effective to help treat signs of aging, sun       
damaged and problematic skin conditions without down time. The lower concentration of 
lactic acid is applied to the entire face. It is gentle but very effective to achieve healthier 
looking skin.                                                                                                                                                   

Buy a course of Cool Peel Treatment (6times) and receive the 7th FREE! Plus enjoy 

FREE eyebrow shape every time!! 

Alpha Beta Radiance Treatment $90 (40mins) 

Reveal youthful and smoother skin! 

The Alpha Beta Radiance Treatment helps the skins natural exfoliation process allowing the       
renewal of healthier skin cells to improve moisture retention in the skin. The treatment includes 
cleanse, exfoliation, Alpha-Beta Hydroxy Acid peel, extraction, vitamin c 
application. Suitable for normal to oily/ problematic skin, mature, pigment-
ed or sun damaged skin. Repeating the treatment 6 - 8 times at weekly 
intervals is recommended for best results.  

Buy 6 Alpha Beta Radiance Treatments and get the 7th FREE! Plus 
enjoy FREE eyebrow shape every time!! 

FREE 
GIFT! 
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All these offers are valid until  31 July 2018 or while stocks last. Terms and conditions apply.       

                     Treatment feature of the month 

IPL Hair Removal Buy 2 Get 1 FREE! 

      -No more painful waxing! Reduce unwanted hair!! 

IPL hair removal treatment is effective and fast! Our fully trained IPL technician 
uses the latest IPL machine, complies with FDA US Safety STD and TCG Aus-
tralia Health STD. The IPL light is absorbed by the pigment in the hair then it 
turns to heat to destroy the hair follicle. IPL hair removal is suitable for legs, un-
derarms, arms, bikini, Brazilian and back. For best results, a course of 6 to 8 
sessions (3 to 4 weeks apart) is recommended. Don't miss this exclusive offer! 

www.cinderellabeauty.co.nz 

Join our Cinderella Beauty VIP member today!                                                                  
Receive the following treatments for just $520! Treat yourself to our membership program and               
enjoy the benefits and discounts! 

1. The following treatments (total value at over $958!):                                                                                                            
1 x IPL Treatment ($450)                                                                                                                                                                
1 x Photo dynamic Therapy ($135)                                                                                                                                  
1 x Diamond Dermabrasion ($110)                                                                                                                      
1 x Hand /Foot care or Gel Mani/Pedi  ($68)                                                                                                                                                           
1 x Aroma Back Massage ($60)                                                                                                                                              
1 x Decléor Essential Facial ($135) 

2. All other treatments: 5% off** (1 time) ,12.5%off** (6times), 15% off** (10 times)                                                                   

3. Home care products: 10% off*                                                         

*excludes promotions, Lilash, Librow, supplements, hair products    **excludes promotions, combo/package deals 

FREE CHILDCARE * (2 hours per day)                                         
For 0 to 5 years old                                                                    

-If you are looking for a treatment with us but no one can 
look after your child? Here is the solution! 

Located next to us in Sylvia Park, Treehouse Chil-
dren’s creche is fully licensed early childhood educa-
tion centre with qualified early childhood teachers. 
Treehouse will provide a full program which is in ac-
cordance with the Ministry of Education.  

Call TREEHOUSE on 09 573 1120 to make a booking. 

Brighter Skin in 8 weeks                                  

for Pigmentation 

3 x Joyce Blok Alpha Beta Peel 

2 x  Decléor Hydrafloral White Petal Facial 

2 x Oxygen Infusing Treatment 

2 x Photo Dynamic Therapy 

2 x Diamond Dermabrasion 

Just for $999                                           
(valued at $1370! save $371!) 

AROMA CLEANSE ESSENTIAL 

TONIFYING LOTION  

-A professional-strength toner that leaves skin 

feeling refreshed, revitalised and rehydrated.                  

 This paraben-free toner with a fresh sparkling   
fragrance balances the skin’s natural pH and 
leaves skin feeling beautifully refreshed, revitalised 
and rehydrated. Active ingredients include            
detoxifying Green Tea Essential Water to help  

remove impurities and tighten pores for a clearer, more radiant        
complexion, and heavenly-fragranced Neroli Essential Oil to help      
protect, repair and fight against dehydration.  

NEW! 
Decléor  
Workshop!      

Here is the       
announcement   
for the upcoming 
Decleor  work-
shop in Sylvia 
Park in July 2018.  

Join us with Lauren from Decléor New Zea-
land to learn about your skin with the OB-
SERB, professional skin analysis machine, 
and how to care with Decleor products. 
Space is limited, book your space today!  
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